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THINGS TO WATCH FOR  
In most PBTA games there are a couple of moves which do not have clear 

triggers. In Bite Me! it is very clear when someone wants to do violence or 

change into their wolf form.  But what about Dominate – is someone just being 

emphatic in their role-playing or are they triggering a Move. The two things you 

need to keep an eye out for are Dominate and Spill/Provoke Spill Moves.  Just 

be aware of when someone is trying to influence a social dynamic using these 

Moves and then check in with the players asking them if a Move is being 

triggered. Timing is everything though – don't interrupt an intensely emotional 

conversation by asking if someone is spilling.  Wait for a pause to avoid 

breaking the tension.  It doesn’t matter if you do the book-keeping for Spill at 

the end of the conversation. Provoke Spill is a little more tricky, but this Move is 

really about seeing if you can force someone to Spill when they don’t want to. 

There won’t be an intense conversation to disrupt because the other player will 

be blocking it anyway. 

Example 2 Spill  

Yelp and Accalia are lying in a ditch, waiting for the Alpha’s signal to 

attack.  This is Yelp’s first battle and they stink of fear.  Accalia puts a 

reassuring hand on their back and Yelp sighs before saying ‘It is always 

like this.  Will I always be this afraid.’  

MC should wait to the end of the scene before reconciling the Spill 

Move.  

Example 3 Provoke Spill  

Ghost is racked with guilt and tosses and turns all night.  Exhausted 

and worried, Katya sits up puts the light on and says ‘Right. What is 

wrong with you? Something is clearly on your mind.’  Ghost replies  

‘It’s nothing, go back to sleep, honey.’ Katya says ‘Bullshit, you’ve been 

distant and closed off ever since you got back from Scotland.  What 

happened?’  Ghost says nothing but turns over and pretends to go back 

to sleep.  

Katya is asking Ghost about something vulnerable and Ghost is blocking 

them. Katya is Provoking Spill and since Ghost has attempted to end 

the conversation the MC will not be breaking tension to say ‘Katya – 

that is definitely trying to Provoke Spill there.  Do you want to roll it for 

me?’ 

Example 1 Dominate  

If Kane growls at the assembled Pack to ‘Sit!’  then the MC might say 

‘sounds like you are making the Dominate Move, is that right?’ 



Soft Moves 

Sow discord in the Pack   ☾

Offer an opportunity with or ☾

without a cost  

Foreshadow a threat  ☾

Tempt Packmates to break ☾

Traditions/Disobey orders  

Highlight a threat or an ☾

untenable situation 

Hard Moves 

If the Alpha is an NPC - have ☾

them do something terrible  

If the Alpha is a PC – give them ☾

a horrible choice  

Separate the Pack   ☾

Inflict Harm  ☾

Threaten them with discovery  ☾

Threaten them with their nature   ☾

Explode an untenable situation ☾
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MC MOVES  
These Moves are the direct actions the MC makes in response to the 

Players. These Moves should make the Principles come alive and drive 

the cycle of forcing wedges between the PCs and threatening them back 

into unity. MC Moves should follow what is happening in the fiction, use 

the Soft Moves to signal what is going on in the world and to highlight 

untenable situations and use the Hard Moves to make those situations 

more immediately dangerous and urgent.  

Soft Moves show the players something that they will probably need to 

deal with eventually, Hard Moves change ‘eventually’ to NOW!  

MC should use Soft Moves whenever they like and whenever it feels 

appropriate.  

Use Hard Moves:  

When the players make roll a miss (6 or below) on a Move        If the ☾

players keep ignoring Soft Moves pointing at the same threat (if you 

have shown evidence of Hunters in the area 3 times and the Players 

are still taking no action then make a Hard Move.  

If the fiction demands it.  ☾
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Soft Move Examples 

Sow discord in 
the Pack 

Highlight the wedges between the Packmates, by ☾

reminding them of the fights and situations which 

have caused estrangements  

Have NPCs openly disagree with PCs and/or the Alpha  ☾

In PC/NPC relationship triangles – follow a scene from ☾

one side of triangle with a scene from the other side, 

keeping the tension fresh  

Have NPCs challenge the PCs behaviour, motives and ☾

actions.  

Have NPCs point out tension in Pack relationships  ☾

Have NPCs be vulnerable with the PCs – share ☾

secrets, confidences and ask for help where that help 

puts the PCs at odds with each other  

Separate PCs so they cannot resolve their issues  ☾

Throw PCs together so they have to resolve their ☾

issues  

Have NPCs give their opinions on the tense ☾

relationships 

☾

Soft Move Examples 

Offer an 
opportunity 
with or without 
a cost 

Have an NPC offer or ask for information  ☾

Have an NPC offer or ask for a favour   ☾

Show the players an enemy in a position of weakness ☾

that they could exploit  

Offer the PCs greater security by requiring them to do ☾

something cruel  

Foreshadow a 
Threat 

Have rumours of werewolf hunters or a rival pack in ☾

the area  

Have victims of werewolf attacks show up in ☾

prominent places pointing local authorities at the Pack  

Highlight behaviour of NPCs which is unusual, ☾

secretive or guilty  

Use scenes which cutaway from the PCs to show an ☾

encroaching threat  
Tempt them to break Traditions or Disobey orders

Below are some further details and examples on how to use the Moves. 


